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Abstract
We define the action operator for the History Projection Operator consistent his-
tories theory, as the quantum analogue of the classical action functional, for the
simple harmonic oscillator in one dimention. We conclude that the action opera-
tor is the generator of time transformations, and is associated with the two types
of time-evolution of the standard quantum theory: the wave-packet reduction and
the Heisenberg time-evolution. We construct corresponding classical histories and
demonstrate the relevance with the quantum histories. Finally, we show the appear-
ance of the action operator in the expression for the decoherence functional.
1 Introduction
In the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of Classical Mechanics, the action functional is the
generator of a canonical transformation of the system, from one time to another.In writing
an analogue for the Lagrangian formulation of Quantum Mechanics, Dirac was motivated
to use the Hamiltonian action principle function, in order to overcome the lack of a dif-
ferentiation process [dirac]. From this work stemmed the rst denition of a path integral
functional, that succesfully combines the classical with the quantum theory. The His-
tory Projection Operator theory came from the same desire, to obtain a quantum theory
formulation of a covariant fashion.
Motivation. Two observations led to the idea of an action operator in the quantum
theory scheme. First, the Hamilton-Jacobi functional S, evaluated for the realised path
of the system,- i.e. for a solution of the classical equations of motion, under some initial
conditions-, is the generating function of a canonical transformation, which transforms the
system variables position x and momentum p from an initial time t = 0 to another time
t. Second, the HPO formalism for the consistent histories approach to quantum theory,
is characterised by the history group construction with an important consequence: the
treatment of the 1-dimentional quantum mechanics as a 0+1 dimention canonical quantum
eld theory. A history is dened on the tensor product Ht1 ⊗ Ht2 ⊗ ::: ⊗Htn [ish2]. The
History algebra generators xt, pt extend in time across the tensor product (quantum eld
theory behavior), and, for a xed time t they refer to the Hilbert space Ht (quantum
mechanics behavior). A history can be seen then, as a path across the planes. This feature
of the HPO seems to be close to the feature of the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation where, for
the classical solutions, the action functional generates transformations to x and p from an
initial time to time t. It would be more convenient if we consider a classical analogue of
the quantum continuous-time histories. Then, the comparison would be more eective. In
what follows, we try to present a classical analogue of the HPO.
An analogous classical picture of a history can be seen as a string of planes, each one
corresponding to a copy of the phase space Γ, labeled by a t index, as we can see in
Fig.1.a,b. A classical path then, is a curve crossing the Γti planes, each one of them only
once, and it is dened as the map from the real line R to the Cartesian product of phase
spaces Γhis := Γt1  Γt2  ::: Γtn . To further the analogy, we consider continuous time
classical histories, on the continuous Cartesian product Π of n copies of the phase space Γ.
Hence, we can think of the transformations, -produced by the Hamilton-Jacobi action, for a
classical path solution and for given initial conditions-, as changes from one Γt plane to the
another. The similarity of the two pictures, quantum and classical, allows the assumption
that, in the HPO frame, a quantum analogue of the action functional may be possible.
We prove the existence of an action operator Sκ, using the same features from quantum
eld theory, that were used for the existence of Hκ. Constructed as a quantum analogue
of the classical action functional, S acts as the generator of time translations in HPO.
We further exploit the classical analogy to conclude a "classical" behavior of the history
quantum scheme. We expect that an action operator must be involved in the dynamics of
the theory. Hence, we show its appearance in the decoherence functional expression, with
operators acting onto coherent states, as used by C.Isham and N. Linden[ish2].
An action operator is a new construction inside the quantum theory, and we sometimes
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exhaust the "physical interpetation" in order to describe novel results, in all cases we en-
sure the mathematical rigour.
2 The action operator defined
In the generalised consistent histories scheme by Gell-Mann and Hartle [hartle], a homo-
geneous history is represented by a class operator ~C
~C := U(t0; t1)t1U(t1; t2)t2U(tn−1; tn)tnU(tn; t0) (2.1)
with the unitary time evolution operator U(t; t0) = e−
i
h¯
H(t−t0) with temporal support
(t1; t2; :::; tn). The time ordered chain of projection operators t1 ; t2 ; :::; tn represents
a time ordered sequence of properties ti of the system at this particular time ti. The
probability for the history to be realised is
Prob() = trH ~Cαt0 ~Cα (2.2)
where t0 is the density matrix of the initial state. In general, the class operator ~Cα is not
a projector and the nice quantum logic view of quantum meschanics is lost.
In the HPO theory, C.Isham recovers the picture by dening a history as the logical
operation "t1 is true at time t1 and t2 is true at time t2 ... and tn is true at time
tn" represented by the tensor product  := t1 ⊗ t2 ⊗ ::: ⊗ tn [ishpalio]. This is a
geniuine projection operator on the n-fold tensor product Vn := Ht1 ⊗ Ht2 ⊗ ::: ⊗ Htn .
Each history proposition, labeled with time t, refers to a copy of the standard quantum
theory Hilbert space, with the same t-label Ht. This is a usefull description of the theory
construction, however, the continuous-time histories is a more natural assumption, even
though the construction of continuous tensor products on the continuous-time history space
Vcts := ⊗Ht is quite problematic.
The History Group, constructed as an analogue of the canonical group, unies all basic
concepts of the HPO theory in a rened way: the spectral projectors of the generators of
its Lie algebra represent history propositions about phase space observables of the system.
Originally, the representation space of the history group was constructed as a generalisation
of the familiar Weyl group, the representation of which the standard Hilbert space carries.
[x; p] = ih (2.3)
The History Algebra is dened with the equations
[xt; xt0 ] = 0 (2.4)
[pt; pt0 ] = 0 (2.5)
[xt; pt0 ] = ih(t− t0) (2.6)
where −1 < t; t0 < +1 and  has dimentions time−1 . We use the extra parameter  to
modify the right-hand side dimentions, although, in what follows, we do not carry it in the
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expressions for simplicity. The operators are written in Schrodinger picture formulation.
To be mathematically precise, the eqs. (2.4-2.6) must be properly smeared
[xf ; xg] = 0 (2.7)
[pf ; pg] = 0 (2.8)




where f and g belong to some dense subset of the space L2(R; dt) of square integrable
functions on R.
The evident resemblance with the canonical commutation algebra, of a quantum eld
theory in 0 + 1 dimensions, leads to the treatment of the history algebra as such. Then,
a unique representation of the history algebra can be selected by the requirement, that a
representation of the Hamiltonian operator does exist [araki] and represents history propo-
sitions about the time-averaged values of the energy.
In previous work [1], we explored the characteristic example of a simple harmonic
oscillator in one dimension. The augmentation of the HA under the previous requirement,
and for the simple harmonic oscillator in one dimention,is denoted by the equations
[Hκ; xf ] = −ih
m
pκf (2.10)
[Hκ; pf ] = ih!
2xκf (2.11)
[Hκ; Hκ0] = 0 (2.12)
where Hκ is the time averaged history energy operator Hκ :=
∫1
−1 (t)Htdt. The smearing
function (t) belongs to some dense subset of the space L2(R; dt), in general not the same
with the subset on which the test functions of the xt,pt are dened. The Fock representation











[bt; bt0 ] = 0 (2.14)
[bt; b
y
t0 ] = (t− t0) (2.15)
is uniquely selected by the requirement, that the Hamiltonian operator does exist on this
representation and is connected with the dening operator by by the expression Ht = h!b
y
tbt.




(p _q −H)dt (2.16)
where q is the classical position, p is the momentum and H the Hamiltonian of the system.
Following the same line of thought as for the denition of the Hamiltonian algebra, we
expect a one-parameter family of operators St,-or better their smeared form Sλ,κ-, to exist




((t)pt _xt − (t)Ht)dt (2.18)
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where Sλ,κ is the time averaged action operator with smearing functions (t); (t) belonging
in a dense subset of L2(R; dt) . Although the quantities in the expression we use are not
properly dened as operators, if we can nd a representation of the operator Sλ,κ on the
history Fock space selected by the Hamiltonian of the system, then the action operator
does exist. We will show later, that the velocity operator _xtcan be dened also. In addition
to the Hamiltonian algebra (1.10-1.11), we write the history commutation relations for Sλ,κ






[Sλ,κ; pf ] = ih(pλf +m!xκf ) (2.20)







(0(t) _(t) _p2t )dt (2.21)
[Sλ,κ; S
0
λ,κ] = ihH d
dt









The existence of the action operator in HPO. We examine whether the action
operator S is represented on the Fock representation of the HA [1].From this on we choose
(t) = 1 without any loss of generality. The history commutation relations become






[Sκ; pf ] = ih(pf +m!xκf) (2.24)
[Sκ; Hκ0] = ihH _κ0 (2.25)
[Sκ; Sκ0] = ihH _κ − ihH _κ0 (2.26)
Suppose that there exist operators e
i
h¯




















Sκ = bf (2.28)
on the right hand side of the eq.(2.24), must be unitarily implementable. Indeed, the
operator , dened by





 (t + s) (2.29)
is a unitary one, acting on L2(R). An important property of the Fock construction states
that, when there exists a unitary operator eiσ^κ acting on L2(R), there exists a unitary







= byeiσˆκ f (2.30)




dΓ(A^) : = A⊗ :::⊗ 1 + 1⊗ A⊗ :::⊗ 1 + ::: + 1⊗ :::⊗ A (2.32)
Γ(A^) = A⊗ A⊗ :::⊗ A (2.33)
The end result is, that, the Fock representation of the HA carries a representation of
the unitary operator e
i
h¯ sS^κ. Therefore, its generator S^κ does exist on F(L2(R)) and
S = dΓ().
In what follows, we will adopt the case (t) = 1, which is closer to the classical expres-
sion for the action functional. This posits no restraints, since, the minimum requirement
for the function (t) is to be a measurable function.
The Liouville operator definition. Now we dene the operator V called the Liouville






Sκ = V −Hκ (2.35)







sV = bBsf (2.36)
is unitarily implementable. Here, the unitary operator, acting on L2(R) is dened
(Bsf)(t) := e
s d
dtf(t) = eiDsf(t) = f(t+ s) (2.37)
where Ds := −i ddt . The Liouville operator V has some interesting commutation relations
with the generators of the history algebra, namely
[V; xf ] = −ihx _f (2.38)
[V; pf ] = −ihp _f (2.39)
[V;Hκ] = −ihH _κ (2.40)
[V; Sκ] = ihH _κ (2.41)
[V;H ] = 0 (2.42)
[V; S] = 0 (2.43)
where we have dened H :=
∫1
−1Htdt and S :=
∫1
−1(pt _qt−Ht)dt for the case (t) = 1. For
the example of the simple harmonic oscillator, this choice of the test function (t) gives a
more natural expression of the action operator, in analogy with the classical case; still, all
the mathematical arguments we make are true for some arbitrary choice from the space
LR2(R) of the square-integrable functions.
We notice that V , transforms bt for instance, from one time t that refers to the Hilbert







sV = bt+s (2.44)
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This is an important property of the HPO construction, as it allows the transformation of
the operators, from one Hilbert space to another, with respect to time.
The Fourier-transformed ”n-particle” history propositions. An interesting family
of history propositions emerged inside the representation space F [L2(R; dt)], acting on the
-function normalised basis of states j0i; jt1i := byt1 ; jt1; t2i := byt1byt2 j0i etc, or, in smeared
form,ji := byφj0i etc. The projection operator jtihtj corresponds to the history proposition
"there is a unit energy h! concetrated at the time point t". The physical interpretation
for this family of propositions, was deduced from the action of the Hamiltonian operator
onto the family of jti states
Htj0i = 0 (2.45)
Htjt1i = h!(t− t1) (2.46)
Htjt1; t2i = h![(t− t1) + (t− t2)]jt1; t2ie:t:c: (2.47)
(2.48)
To study the behavior of the S operator, a particularly useful basis for F [L2(R; dt)], is the





















the Fourier transformed ji- states are dened by ji := byν j0i; j1; 2i := byν1byν2 etc. The
S-eigenvectors are calculated to be
Sj0i = 0 (2.54)
Sji = h( − !)ji (2.55)





The i-states are also eigenstates of the Hamiltonian operator
Hj0i = 0 (2.57)
Hji = h!ji (2.58)
Hj1; 2i = 2h!j1; 2ie:t:c: (2.59)
again, as for the case of the jti- states, for the special case of H := ∫1−1Htdt, and for the
simple harmonic oscillator example, the integer-spaced spectrum of the standard quantum
eld theory appears in the HPO theory. The jihj history propositions do not have an
obvious physical meaning, nevertheless, they give the eigenvalue spectrum of the action
operator and they have an interesting connection with the physically meaningful jtihtj
propositions.
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2.1 The Velocity operator
In [1], we emphasized the existence of an operator _xt :=
d
dt
xt, that corresponds to history
propositions about the velocity of the system. Once again, we used a familiar quantum
theoretic procedure to properly dene the velocity operator
_xf = −x _f (2.60)
The existence or not of such an operator, depends entirely on the choice of the test functions
f 2 L2R(R), that have used for the smearing of the History Algebra. In analogy with the
quantum eld theory, we require that the function f is dierentiable and that it "vanishes
at innity" so that we are rigorous with the mathematical calculations. In any case, we
must comment on the fact that in HPO, the velocity operator commutes with the position
[xt; _xt0 ] = 0 (2.61)
therefore, there exist history propositions, about assertions of the position and the velocity
at the same time.
Furthermore, the existence of the Liouville operator in the HPO scheme, allows an
interesting comparison between the velocity _xf and the momentum pf operators: the
momentum is designated by the history commutation relation of the position with the
Hamiltonian, while, we can dene the velocity operator from the history commutation
relation of the position with the Liouville operator




[xf ; V ] = ih _xf (2.63)
The above relations signify the dierent nature of the momentum pf from the velocity _xf
concerning the dynamical behaviour of the momentum ( connected with the Hamiltonian
operator ), as opposed to the kinematical behaviour of the velocity ( connected with the
Liouville operator ).
2.2 The Heisenberg picture
In formulating a Heisenberg-picture history analogue [1], we had to abanbon the classical












+ (t− s1)(t− s2)!2xκ,t = 0 (2.65)
and











We had noticed then, that any Heisenberg-picture version in HPO accepts two time
labels: an "external" label t, that species the time the proposition is realised and an
"internal" label s that, for a xed t time, is the time parameter of the Heisenberg picture
associated with the standard Hilbert space copy Ht. Under the new results, the two labels
appear almost natural in a new version of the Heisenberg picture formulation: they are
connected with the groups that produce the time transformations. In addition, the classical
analogy is regained.
In standard quantum theory, a Heisenber-picture perator A(s) is dened as
AH(s) := e
i/hsHAe−i/hsH (2.67)
In particular, for the simple harmonic oscillator case, the equation of motion is
d2
ds2
x(s) + !2x(s) = 0 (2.68)





p(s) = −m! sin(s!)x+ cos(s!)p (2.70)












Now, we dene a Heisenberg picture analogue of xt as


















= −m! sin[!s(t)]xt + cos[!s(t)]pt





sin[!(s0 − s)](t− t0) (2.75)











[pκ,t(s); Sκ0] = ih
[
cos(s!(t)) _pt −m! sin(s!(t)) _xt + 0(t)xκ,t,s
]
(2.77)




2(t)2xκ,t,s = 0 (2.78)
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We notice the strong resemblance with the standard quantum theory; for the special case
(t) = 1, the classical expressions are fully recovered.
Inside the HPO formalism, the Heisenberg picture objects appear "time averaged" with
respect to the "external" time label t . The "internal" time label s, is the time-evolution
parameter of the standard Heisenberg picture, associated with the Hilbert space Ht. In
what follows, we will show how the Heisenberg picture operators evolve in time, under the
action of the groups of time transformations.
2.3 Time transformation in HPO formalism
In classical theory, the Hamiltonian H is the generator of time transformations. In terms







For the special case of the canonical variables position q and momentum p, we take the
Hamilton’s equations
_q = fq;Hg (2.80)
_p = fp;Hg (2.81)
In HPO, the Hamiltonian operator H dened over all time, produces phase changes in
time, preserving the time label of the Hilbert space, where the operators refer to. On
the other, it is the Liouville operator V , that assigns , similar to the above classical
case, history commutation relations, and produces time transformations "from one Hilbert
space to another". The action operator produces the combination of the two types of time-
transformation. The Heisenberg-picture history commutation relations clearly demonstrate
the argument
[xt,s; V ] = ih _xt,s (2.82)




[xt,s; S] = ih( _xt,s − 1
m
pt,s) (2.84)
[bt,s; V ] = ih_bt,s (2.85)
[bt,s; H ] = h!bt,s (2.86)
[bt,s; S] = ih(_bt,s + i!bt,s) (2.87)
In smeared form, if we use the notation xf,t,s := xf (s), we observe how the history
Heisenberg-picture operators, smeared with respect to the time label t, behave as the
standard Heisenberg-picture operators, with time parameter s. On the other, as entries in
the history commutation relations, emerge in expressions with a classical resemblance
[xf (s); V ] = ih _xf(s) (2.88)








We dene a one-parameter group of transformations TV , with elements e
i
h¯
τV , where V
is the Liouville operator and we consider its action on the bt operator; for simplicity we







τV = bt+τ,s (2.91)
where we have used the Heisenberg picture denition Eq.(). The Liouville operator is the
generator of transformations of the time parameter t labeling the Hilbert spaces Ht.











τH = bt,s+τ (2.92)











τS = bt+τ,s+τ (2.93)
The action operator generates both types of time transformations, that only appear in the
HPO scheme.
In Fig.1a,b , we depict a quantum continuous-time history as a curve across an n-fold
sequence of Hilbert planes Hti , and, a classical one, as a curve across an n-fold sequence
of phase spaces Γti . The time transformations generated by the Liouville operator, shift
the path in the direction of the Hilbert space planes.On the other, the Hamiltonian oper-
ator generates time transformations that, move the history curve in the direction of the
path,represented in one Hilbert space leaf.
The duality in time-evolution In standard quantum theory the time-evolution is
described with two dierent laws: the wave-packet reduction and the Heisenberg time-
evolution. According to von Neumann, in addition to the Schrodinger equation, one has
to apply the collapse of the wave-function interrelated with the measurement [zeh].
The two types of time-transformations observed in the HPO theory, correspond to the
two laws: the time transformations generated by the Liouville operator V seem to be
connected with the wave-packet reduction law, while, the time transformations produced
by the Hamiltonian operator H are related to the unitary time-evolution. The Liouville
operator V is related with the partial ordering of the time. Keeping in mind the description
of the History space as a tensor product of single-time Hilbert spaces Ht,the V operator
acts on the Schrodinger-picture projection operators translating them in time from one
Hilbert space to another. These time-ordered projectors appear in the expression of the
decoherence functional which denes probabilities. In history theory the expression of the
probability assignment is equivalent to the one assumed by the projection postulate [hartle],
hence, the action of the Liouville operator with the "wave-packet reduction" is apparent.
To strengthen the relation, in what follows we will show the analogy of V with the Scts
operator (an approximation of the derivative operator), that appears in the decoherence
function and is implicitly related to the wave-function reduction. The action of V as














a. Quantum history b. Classical history
Figure 1: Quantum and classical history curves. In Figure 1.a the transformation of the
history curves generated by V is represented by the dashed line, while the transformation
generated by the H, by the dotted line. The curves drawn on each leaf correspond to the
Hamiltonian transformations as eected on each leaf.
ordering of the time, treated as the causal structure in the spacetime. Hence, the V -time
translations demonstrate the purely kinematical behaviour of the Liouville operator.
The Hamiltonian operator producing transformations, with an evident reference to the
Heisenberg time-evolution, appears as the "clock" of the theory. As such, it depends on
the physical system that the Hamiltonian describes. We can say that one expects the
denition of a "clock" for the evolution in time of a physical system, to be connected with
the dynamics of the system. The reparametrization of time depends on the choice of the
smearing function (t) used in the denition of the Hamiltonian operator; (t) is kept xed
for a particular physical system.
The coexistance of the two types of time-evolution, given by the action operator iden-
tied as the generator of time transformations, is a striking result, as its denition is in
accord with its classical analogue, namely the Hamilton action functional. In classical
theory, the distinction of a kinematical and a dynamical part, in the action functional
expression, does appear in the sense that the rst part corresponds to the ssymplectic
structure and the second to the Hamiltonian.
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3 The classical signature of the HPO formalism
We further investigate the relation of the classical and quantum histories. For this we recall
their heuristic description we have used earlier, as paths developing across a sequence of
phase space and Hilbert space planes respectively.
We have previously shown that the action operator generates time translations along
the Hilbert planes sequence, with respect to the Liouville operator, and on each labeled
Hilbert space Ht, with respect to the Hamiltonian operator.
We pictured a classical history as a path γ in the Cartesian product Γhis = Γt1  Γt2 
::: Γtn of n copies of the phase space Γ. The continuous Cartesian product Γhis := 2RΓt
can be regarded as the space of paths Π .
The key idea of the HPO classical histories is contained in the symplectic structure
of the theory: the choice of the Poisson bracket must be such that it includes entries at
dierent moments of time. Then, the space of functions C1(Π ) is equipped with the
history Poisson bracket
fqt; pt0g = (t− t0) (3.1)
where we dened the functions qt 2 C1() as
qt :  ! R
γ ; qt(γ) := q(γ)jt




[pt _qt −Ht(pt; qt)](γ) dt (3.2)
where qt(γ) is the position coordinate q at the time point t of the path γ, while _qt(γ) is
the velocity coordinate at the time point t of the path γ.









[Ht(pt; qt)](γ) dt (3.4)
Sh = Vh −Hh (3.5)
The least action principle states that there exists a functional S[γ] and realised paths
γcl, are those with respect to which the condition S[γ] = 0 holds. One can formulate
this in terms of Poisson brackets with the statement: A path γcl is a physical path, i.e., a
solution of the system’s equations of motion, iff , for any function F 2 C1()
fF; Shg(γcl) = 0 (3.6)
Then, it also holds that
fqclt ; Shg(γcl) = 0 (3.7)
fpclt; Shg(γcl) = 0 (3.8)
where
γcl = (qclt(); pclt()) (3.9)
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A natural connection between the classical and quantum picture emerges through the
mathematical logic formulation: a history proposition is represented by a characteristic
function C of some subset C  . Then, a history proposition about the value of some
property of the system, would satisfy
fC ; Shg(γcl) = 0 (3.10)
iff C   contains only paths, that are solutions of the system’s equations of motion.
The condition for the minimazitation of the history action functional recovers the clas-
sical picture, and the two dierent ways of time-evolution coincide




fpclt ; Vhg(γcl) = fpclt ; Hhg(γcl) or _qclt = −m!2qcl (3.12)
this result, is in accord with the quantum analogue expressions we used earlier in
paragraph 2.1. Indeed, when a classical history corresponds to a classical solution of the
system, the time transformations, produced for the quantum case, by the Hamiltonian
and Liouville operators, are "cancelled out" and we recover the classical picture.Notice
that,for the classical analogue of the HPO continuous-time histories, the groups of time
transformations preserve the Poisson bracket.For instance,TV () are the solutions of
d
d
γ(; ) = fV; γ(; )g (3.13)
where γ(; 0) = γ0() is the classical path.
Some of these statements are implied in a previous work by C.Anastopoulos[xaris]; an
interesting application of a similar extended Poisson bracket using a dierent formulation
has been done by I.Kouletsis[giannis].
The classical-quantum relation is nicely manifested by using canonical coherent states.
In the HPO formalism [1] the non-normalised coherent state vector is
j exp z()i = 1n=0(n!)−
1
2 (⊗jz()i) (3.14)
The canonical coherent states are generated by unitary transformations of the vacuum
state as
j exp zi := U^ [f; h]j0i (3.15)
where U^ [f; h] is the Weyl operator dened as




where x^(f) and p^(h) are the self-adjoint generators of the Weyl group and f and h are
functions in L2(R). The Weyl generator
^(f; h) := x^(f)− p^(h) (3.17)






Suppose that, for a pair of functions (f; h), the operator ^(f; h) commutes with the
action operator S
[S^; ^(f; h)] = 0 (3.19)
The pair (f; h) is the solution of





the system of dierential equations, obtained from the commutator eq.(3.19), and it is
precisely the classical equations of motion for the simple harmonic oscillator, if we identify
f with the classical momentum pcl and h with the classical position xcl
x¨cl + !
2xcl = 0 (3.23)
The classical solutions (f,h) distinguish a class of Weyl operators, and hence a class of
coherent states
j exp zcli := U^α(f,h)j0i (3.24)
The classical imprint stems out of the relation with S
[S^; U^α] = 0 (3.25)
[S^; P^j exp zcli] = 0 (3.26)
where P^j exp zcli is the projection operator onto the non-normalised coherent state j exp zcli
Pj exp zcli :=
j exp zclihexp zclj
hexp zclj exp zcli (3.27)
We notice an evident resemblance of eq.(3.18) with the history analogue expression of the
least action principle condition eq.(3.9) when we choose the classical path γα = (f; h). Of
course we do not imply the appearance of the classical limit; to have any physical predic-
tions the decoherence functional and the coarse graining operation must be involved.
Notice that the above construction holds for a generic potential, as long as a representation
on Vcts of the history algebra on which the action operator is dened, exists.
4 The decoherence functional argument
The Gell-Mann and Hartle generalised quantum theory [hartle], diers from any standard
quantum theory formulation by the fact that, the dynamics of a system is described by the
decoherence functional. In classical theory it is the action functional that plays a similar
role, giving an elegant description. It is only natural then, to seek for the appearance of
the action operator in the decoherence functional.
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In the HPO, d has been constructed for the special case of continuous-time projection
operators corresponding to coherent states [Ish1]. To this end, a continuous product of
projectors ⊗tPλ(t) is identied with P⊗tj exp λ(t)i, the projector onto the non-normalised
coherent states ⊗tj exp(t)i in ⊗tL2t (R). The operator Pλ(t) := j(t)ih(t)j is the projector
onto the normalised coherent states j(t)i. The continuous-time histories Hilbert space
accepts the isomorphism
Vcts := ⊗t2RL2t(R)  exp(L2(R; dt)) (4.1)
Then we can identify a projector onto Vcts as
⊗t2RPj exp(λ(t))i = Pj exp λ()i (4.2)
with Pj exp λ()i = e−hλ,λij exp()ihexp()j. The action of the continuous-time histories
projectors on the non-normalised coherent states j exp(())i is denoted
Pj exp λ()ij exp(())i = e−hλ,µ−λij exp()i (4.3)
The decoherence functional d(; ) for two continuous-time histories is denoted by
d(; ) = trVcts⊗Vcts(Pj exp µ()i ⊗ Pj exp(ν()iX) (4.4)
where
X := h0j−1j0i(SctsU)y ⊗ (SctsU) (4.5)
The operator Scts that appears in the expression for the d(; ), was dened as an
approximation of the derivative operator
Sctsj exp ()i = j exp(() + _())i (4.6)
while the dynasmics was introduced by the operator U , dened in such way that the notion





H[λ] = trVcts(SctsUPj exp λ()i) (4.7)
We notice that Scts and U behave in a quite similar way with that of V and H . Hence,
we assume that, the operator e
i
h¯
sS must be strongly related with the operator SctsU . For
this, we write the matrix elements of both operators and we compare









with diagonal matrix elements
hexp(()jSctsUj exp(()i = ehλ,λ+_λie ih¯ H[λ] (4.9)
where H [] :=
∫1
−1H((t))dt and H() := H(; ) = hjHji=iji.
And





i) exp(()jUsj exp(()i (4.10)
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with diagonal matrix elements
hexp(()jUsj exp(()i = ehλ(t),eisωλ(t+s)i = ehλ(t),ei(sωI+Ds)λ(t)i (4.11)
Furthermore, we write both of the above operators on eH, with respect to their correspond-
ing, onto the Hilbert space H, operators. We use the familiar Γ-construction, as we have
demonstrated earlier. Then
SctsU = Γ(1 + i) (4.12)
US = Γ(e
is) = eisdΓ() (4.13)
where  = is!I^ + iD^s, where D^s = −is ddt . The operators SctsU and US, as expressions
of the same function , commute. We cannot discuss their common eigenvalue spectrum
though, because SctsU is not a self-adjoint operator.
We expect that, the value of the decoherence functional is maximized for a continuous-
time projector, corresponding to coarse graining around the classical path. Indeed, if we
take such a generic projection operator P , it can be proven that it commutes with the
SctsU operator. Earlier, we have noticed that the projection operator which corresponds
to a classical solution (f; h) commutes with the action operator
[SctsU ; P(f,h)] = 0 (4.14)
The above argument is to be compared with the similar condition for classical histories
fSh; FCg(γcl) = 0 (4.15)
5 Conclusions
We have examined the example of the simple harmonic oscillator, in one dimention, within
the History Projection Operator formulation of the consistent-histories scheme. We dened
the action operator as the quantum analogue of the classical Hamilton action functional
and we have proved its existance by nding a representation on the F(L2(R)) space of the
history algebra. We have shown that the action operator is the generator of time two types
of time transformations: translations in time from one Hilbert space Ht, labeled by the
time parameter t, to another Hilbert space with a dierent t-parameter, and phase changes
in time with respect to the time parameter s of the standard Heisenberg-time evolution,
preserving the Hilbert space Ht parameter. We have expressed the action operator as the
abstraction of two operators, the Liouville and the Hamiltonian, -which are the generators
of the two types of time transformations respectively-, corresonding to the kinematics and
the dynamics of the theory.
We have constructed continuous-time classical histories dened on the continuous Carte-
sian product of copies of the phase space and demonstrated an analogous expression to the
least action principle condition.
Finally we have showed that the action operator commutes with the dening operator
of the decoherence functional, thus appearing on the expression for the dynamics of the
theory as expected.
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The quantum eld theory case is examined as part of a work in progress; we will show
that the Hamiltonian and Liouville operators lead to the generators of two Poincare groups,
corresponding to the Schrodinger-picture and Heisenberg-picture time-translations.
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